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1 Introduction 

This report describes the deliverable D5.5 of the PANACEA project: Greek-English and French-

English  bilingual dictionaries for the environment and legislative domains automatically extracted 

from parallel corpora. This deliverable is one of the outcomes of the task WP5.2. The resulting 

domain-specific dictionaries include a total of 80,000 bilingual entries for two language pairs: 

English–French and English–Greek and two domains: Environment and Labour Legislation. 

2 Languages and Domains 

The domain-specific bilingual dictionaries are delivered for English–French and English–Greek in 

the domains of Environment and Labour Legislation (see Table 1). 

 

language pair/domain environment labour legislation 

English—Greek √ √ 

English—French √ √ 

Table 1: Language pairs and domains of bilingual dictionaries provided by D5.5 

3 Process of Bilingual Dictionary Extraction 

The task WP5.2 involved the development of tools for automatically extracting bilingual 

dictionaries from parallel corpora. Deliverable D5.3 included the delivery of parallel corpora for the 

required language pairs and domains. The bilingual dictionaries produced were constructed by 

inputting the parallel corpora of D5.3 to the automatic dictionary extraction tools of D5.4. 

 

The standard dictionary extraction tool was not developed for the Greek–English language pair and 

therefore was only applied to the parallel corpus for French-English but for both domains, resulting 

in  small high-precision dictionaries for each domain.  

The advanced tool was applied to the same data to produce a larger (but slightly less precise) 

bilingual dictionary for each domain for French–English and also for Greek–English for both 

domains. No entries were filtered out due to low feature scores as f-score results were best without 

filtering as reported in the deliverable report for D5.4. In summary, a total of 4 bilingual dictionaries 

were produced for French–English and two for Greek–English. 

 

The following table contains some statistics about the data used to produce the dictionaries and the 

dictionaries themselves. 
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Table 2: Detailed statistics of the delivered domain-specific bilingual dictionaries 

4 Conclusions 

We have successfully acquired bilingual dictionaries for two language pairs, French–English and 

Greek–English, in two required domains, Environment and Labour Legislation, of sufficient size 

and quality. An evaluation of the quality of the dictionaries produced by the tools used here will be 

covered in detail in D7.4 (month 34). 
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A. Example Dictionary Entries 
A.1 Example Dictionary Entries for French-English for the Environment Domain produced 

by the Standard Dictionary Extraction Tool 

 
ratifier Vb ratify Vb 

fossile Ad fossil Ad 

élaboration No preparation No 

activité de gestion No management activity No 

valeur cible No target value No 

carte de risques No risk map No 

dirigeant Ad leader No 

marché communautaire No community market No 

population humaine No human population No 

renard No fox No 

banque mondiale No world bank No 

premier jour No first day No 

transaction No transaction No 

spécifique moyenne No average specific No 

entité No unit No 

inondation No flood No 

aide No aid No 

développement économique No economic development No 

pétrole No oil No 

international Ad international Ad 

option No option No 

banque No bank No 

implication No implication No 

information statistique No statistical information No 

substance prioritaire No priority substance No 

externe Ad external Ad 

climatisation No condition Vb 

vulnérable Ad vulnerable Ad 

engagement de réduction No reduction commitment No 

mentionner Vb note Vb 

domaine suivant No following area No 

incinération No incineration No 

conséquence économique No economic consequence No 

banque européenne de reconstruction No european bank for reconstruction No 

exemption No exemption No 

sûreté No safety No 

argile No clay No 

doubler Vb double Vb 

obstacle No obstacle No 

critère suivant No following criterion No 

forum No forum No 

géologique Ad geological Ad 

déchet solide No solid waste No 

système de climatisation No conditioning system No 
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A.2 Example Dictionary Entries for the Greek-English for the Environment Domain produced 

by the Advanced Dictionary Extraction Tool 

 

 


